
Fundamentals / The Ground  
 
Learning to meditate--learning from what comes up in 
meditation--through the process of reflection and recollection.  

● Time allotted after meditation for reflection, journaling and the 
explorative dialogue.  

● Learning about/from meditative process and the content of what’s 
experienced.  

 
Meditation practice develops through experimentation and choice.  

● Being curious about a wide range of calm, focused state of minds. 
How they develop, how they function, and their “side effects”. Calm 
states develop idiosyncratically and can be hard to detect and 
validate by the meditator.  

● Gentleness and calm are mutually dependent. 
● Allowing different kinds of experience to go on longer-- to learn about 

them without interruption, to know them in their more “natural state”.  
● Questioning and investigating high ideals about meditation and life. 
● These high ideals inevitably lead to self-building… feeling bad about 

oneself when can’t sustain ideal states.  
 

Learning the dharma through discovering it in experience.  
● Dharma concepts presented “lightly” and in synch with students 

experiences and interest.  
● Learning about conditionality/ dependent arising through getting 

broader descriptions in the explorative dialogue. Discerning more 
conditions at play in specific experiences and how these conditions 
impact one another.  

● Knowing dukkha as the first truth/ task. Allowing personally painful 
situations into meditation, being interested in them-- erodes the belief 
that our misery and hurt is because there is something inherently 
wrong with self or other. Developing kindness in the face of dukkha. 



● Seeing all experience as a place for observation or exploration 
 

Exploring views embedded in experience, not to find the “correct” 
view but to see how specific views function and when they rigidify.  

● Broadening and transforming views. 
● Reflecting upon and supporting experiences and views that are 

onward leading/ freeing.  
● Seeing narratives and proclivities that support or fuel views. 
● Allowing for spectrums instead of definite lines.  

 
Permission and Support 

● Returning to old practices or using generative practices with changed 
goals or intentions. 

● Becoming your own teacher and being inquisitive about the effect of 
your choices. 

● Deliberately challenging old assumptions and practices or not. 
● Being a support for and being supported by others. 
● Using spiritual friends as another vehicle to see into parts of your 

experience that you may miss or ignore 
 
  
 
  
 
 






